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Forms of Res i I i ence 

Mrinalini Mukherjee has evolved, over the last two decades a repertory 

of ;conic images wd h numinous import. Tur ning and twisting tensile hemp 

fih· es in an ordered repetition analogous to the improvised arithmati c s 

of .1 usic or to ritual incantation of encirclin g voids, she has articulated 
.. 

a la nguage of drawing into space with string- extending the movement of 

her knotting fingers. The process of construing her multiple-limbed mythical 

I 

. ~ 
Yakshis begins simply w ith fabrication - a craft as domestic as girls plaiting ---
their hair or women knotting string cots (Charpais), but the intervening 

artifice of the artist•s hands turns it into a magical formula. Winding, 

twining, joining strings and clasping, folding, grafting knotted flanks of 

fibre, Mukherjee builds the body of form that is at once ample yet condensed, 

tough and vu I nerab I e. The emergent image assumes a persona part human, 

part animal or from the realm of plants and insects with enough space for 

the hovering spirit s of air to inhabit its nooks, corners, protrusions and 

hol iJws. Swelling ou t wards and breathing from its multiple pores, the image 

in its pachyderm monumenta I i ty - suffused with abundant sen sua I i ty - extends 

its s pan beyond its physical reach. The surrounding spaces begin to get 

ani !T ~ned with enigmatic presence if the fibrous deities stand in each other 1 s 

company. Her installations often evoke sensations of the spaces of shrines. 

The viewer, like the spirits is enticed into the orbit of the image•s magnetic 

field to invest all his emotions, memories and associations to view the 
..... .. 

world through stringed volumes. 

The quality of presence the image casts is manifold. On the one hand the 

amplitude of form in its sensuous-se xual import is over~t as we l l as implici t. 

The earthy gravity cellular in fo n n makes clearly metaphoric references. 

Th' ~ b urst of a spl i t tendril, ttie erect shoot of a sapling, a cavernous 

) 
gor ~4 e of secret ions, the drooping vo I umes of fruiting spheres and simply 
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the ample mass of form refer to corporeal physicality. On the other, the 

numinous presence of air relieves its weight and mass to the point of diss-

olution. The earth goddesses appear as much their shadows as their substance. 

One feels that untying of a single knot might cause them to vanish from 

sight in an instant. 

Mukherjee makes reference to the unison of permanent and transitory - an 

aspect of traditional sculpture especially of the magical Nagas and B!elutas 

( 
of the hinterland of India- to define her approach to sculpture. She however 

radicalises the meaning of magic by opting for the fJexible fibre instead 

of stone or wood - to turn it into a source of strength. The string usually 

meant to be a carrier rather than a medium of sculpture offers alternative 

dynamics of form and content - through an intrinsic quality of resi I ience 

and restraint. Tension . and release being the means of articulation, fibre 

makes a fresh aesthetic assertion as a metaphor of resistance to . conventional 

norms. 
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